## Guide Dog Sponsorship Tiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifestage tier</th>
<th>Sponsorship amount</th>
<th>Your sponsorship supports</th>
<th>Sponsorship benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Puppy Sponsor** | **$3,000** | The first 10 weeks of a puppy’s life. | • Welcome pack  
• Puppy photo  
• Puppy Love newsletters  
• Event invitations, including a Guide Dog Graduation |
|                |                    | Supports the purchase and transport of a pup to Tasmania. |                         |
|                |                    | This little pup will be specially bred and arrive in Tasmania between 8 - 10 weeks of age. |                         |
| **Apprentice Sponsor** | **$10,000** | The first 12 months of a puppy’s life. | • Welcome pack  
• Puppy photo  
• Meet a puppy  
• Invitation to attend a Guide Dog Graduation  
• Puppy Love newsletters  
• Event invitations, including a Guide Dog Graduation |
|                |                    | Supports the purchase and transport of the pup as well as food, equipment, health care, socialisation and specialist training. |                         |
|                |                    | During this time the pup will live with its Puppy Raisers, where it is nurtured, socialised and exposed to a variety of people and places. |                         |
| **Trainer Sponsor** | **$35,000** | The complete journey of a puppy to a working dog. | • Opportunity to name a puppy  
• Welcome pack  
• Puppy photo  
• Meet your sponsored puppy  
• Framed photo of the puppy in its training harness  
• Puppy Love newsletters  
• Event invitations, including a Guide Dog Graduation  
• Recognition as a sponsor in publications, if desired |
|                |                    | Supports the purchase, transport, raising and training of a pup, as well as food, equipment, health care and client matching. |                         |
|                |                    | If the dog completes formal training and all assessments are passed, it will graduate and be ready to be matched with a Tasmanian living with disability. |                         |

---

Be part of something life changing.

Call: (03) 6232 1261  
Email: Melanie.Spunt@guidedogstas.com.au  
Visit: guidedogstas.com.au

**Guide Dogs Tasmania**
Every puppy that joins our program has the chance to change a life. As a puppy sponsor, you give hope and opportunity, independence and joy to Tasmanians and their families living with blindness, vision impairment and other disabilities.

Our dedication and energy invested in the training of each puppy, along with our comprehensive matching process, ensures each puppy goes to a person most suited to them.

Every dollar you donate will be put towards the cost of running our program and you can trust that your generous gift will transform a life of a Tasmanian living with disability, in your community.

The facts and figures (each year)

- 14 new puppies will start their training to change a life.
- 8 new Guide Dogs will be placed with a person who is blind or vision impaired.
- 2 children with autism and their families will receive the gift of an Autism Assistance Dog.
- 4 Therapy and Companion Dogs will be placed with children living with disability or illness.
- 25 working Guide Dogs and their handlers will receive ongoing training and support.

What impact can you have?

The primary aim of all our services is to enhance a person’s safety, independence and quality of life. Here’s how your sponsorship will help us:

- **$50** helps provide a high-visibility raincoat for a Guide or Assistance Dog.
- **$100** helps a puppy stay healthy by covering the cost of a year’s vaccinations.
- **$175** will provide a Guide Dog user with a Guide Dog Mobility Instructor for an hour.
- **$300** helps cover the cost of a Guide Dog’s harness.
- **$650** helps cover the cost of equipment, toys and beds for one puppy.
- **$1,500** helps provide veterinary care for one pup for one year.
- **$1,800** helps feed a puppy for one year.
- **$3,500** helps provide puppy class training for one puppy per year.
- **$15,000** helps provide support to a working Guide or Assistance Dog in our community.

Follow our pups on social media:

- ‘Like’ us on [facebook.com/guidedogstasmania](http://facebook.com/guidedogstasmania)
- Follow us on [instagram.com/guidedogstasmania](http://instagram.com/guidedogstasmania)
- LinkedIn and [YouTube](https://www.youtube.com).

Be part of something life changing. Become a Puppy Sponsor.

Call: (03) 6232 1261 Email: Melanie.Spunt@guidedogstas.com.au